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Abstract
The development of computer technology is increasing rapidly. This has positive and negative effects. One of the negative effects that occurred was the use of Line applications to conduct online shop fraud. Line is one of the instant messenger applications that can be used on computers, especially on Windows 8.1 operating system computers. Applications that run on the computer leave traces of data on Random Access Memory (RAM). Data left in RAM can be obtained using forensic tools, namely RamCapturer, FTK Imager and Winhex. RamCapturer is used to acquire data in RAM, FTK Imager is used for imaging and Winhex is used to analyze data that has been taken. The results obtained in this study were conversational recordings consisting of conversation time, conversation content and conversation status which could be digital evidence in uncovering the online shop fraud crime that occurred.

1. Introduction
The crime rate by utilizing instant messenger (IM) applications is increasing [1]. One crime that often occurs is online shop fraud. This happens because the more easily the criminals communicate with victims using IM applications [2].

The IM application is one of the messaging applications that replaces the role of Short Message Service (SMS) which is very popular today [3][4], one of which is Line. Line is an IM application that can be used on mobile devices and computers [5]. Line has many features such as text / voice chat, photo, sending video and location, video call, group chat and timeline. According to Statista data, active Line users around the world in 2018 are 203 million [6]. The number of users allows Line to be used as a communication medium to commit a crime. Figure 1 shows Line user statistics in 2018 [6].

Applications that run on the computer leave data and information on Random Access Memory (RAM) [7]. RAM is a temporary storage place when the computer system is running and can be accessed quickly [7][8]. Therefore handling data and information on RAM must be done quickly and carefully because the data and information will be lost if the system dies [9]. This quick and careful handling is done so that the data and information contained in RAM that has the potential to become digital evidence can be obtained [10]. Efforts made to obtain digital evidence related to criminal cases that occur are known as digital forensics [11].

Digital forensics is the science and method for obtaining valid digital evidence relating to crime cases that occur so that it can assist law enforcement officers in completing a crime [12]. The required digital evidence can be obtained using live forensics techniques. Live forensics is used to handle computer crime when a computer system is running and connected to the internet network, because it requires data and information contained in RAM [13]. The process of taking data and information on RAM must be quickly carried out after the evidence is found [8][14]. This is done to avoid losing or changing digital evidence. This technique also guarantees data integrity without losing potential digital evidence [15].

Computers can be used when having an operating system. The operating system is divided into two, namely open source operating systems and proprietary operating systems [16]. This research uses Windows 8.1 proprietary operating system. Windows 8.1 is the latest version of Windows 8 which was released on October 18, 2013 [17].

Danang Sri Yudhistira, Imam Riadi, and Yudi Prayudi [8] conducted a study to live forensics analysis on RAM. This research is based on the number of cyber crime committed using a laptop. Information that can be obtained such as e-mail, user ID and password that all information is contained in RAM. The results obtained in this study are Facebook, PayPal, internet banking and bitcoin user IDs and passwords. The tools used to acquire are the Linux Memory Extractor (LiME) and FTK Imager.

Other research conducted by Tri Rochmadi, Imam Riadi and Yudi Prayudi [9] who used anti-forensics to complicate investigators in the investigation process. The anti-forensics process is carried out such as using a portable web browser that provides private mode features and deletes the registry. This study aims to obtain digital evidence using live forensics techniques related to the portable use of the Private Mode web browser and anti forensics by perpetrators. The results of this study are getting 3 digital evidence contained on the computer.

According to research conducted by Rushita Dave, Nilay R. Mistry and Dr. M. S. Dahiya [18] uses live forensics tools to get data and information on a system that is running on RAM. RAM is volatile memory that will disappear when the system turns off or restarts. Therefore, a quick handling is needed so that the digital evidence contained in the current system can be obtained.

In this study the author will conduct research using the desktop-based Line application on the Windows 8.1 proprietary operating system using live forensics to obtain digital evidence of online shop crime cases.

![Figure 1. Line Users Statistic](https://www.statista.com)

2. Research Method

2.1 Method

The method in this study refers to the forensic work steps developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The agency is one of the bodies that develops standards, guidelines and requirements in information technology security. Its scope of work includes government agencies in the fields of law, law enforcement, forensics specialists and forensics examiners. The forensic work step of the National Institute of Standards Technology (NIST) is used to carry out the analysis stage of digital evidence or the stage to obtain information from digital evidence [19]. The NIST method consists of several steps, as shown in Figure 2 [19].

![Figure 2. NIST Stages](https://www.statista.com)

1. Collection

A series of activities to collect data to support the investigation process in search of evidence. The stage of digital data retrieval is a process undertaken to make the acquisition of conversation data. This process is carried out using acquisition tools that support live forensics techniques. Then the acquisition results obtained will be carried out the imaging process (doubling).
2. Examination
The stage of examining digital evidence that is collected forensically by scenario, either done manually or automatically. This is done to identify relevant information from the data collected while maintaining its integrity. The process of forensic examination of digital evidence is carried out after the process of collecting evidence.

3. Analysis
Analyze the results of the examination process that has been carried out, so that it can identify content or data that can be used as digital evidence related to online shop fraud cases.

4. Reporting
Report or document the results of the analysis that has been carried out.

The tools and materials needed in this study to obtain digital evidence are the ASUS X453S type laptop with the Windows 8.1 operating system that has 1.2.45 version of desktop based Line IM applications and the Redmi Note 5 Xiaomi smartphone installed on the IM Line application. Forensic tools used for acquisition are RamCapturer, imaging is FTK Imager and digital evidence analysis using Winhex tools.

2.2 Scenario
This research requires scenarios to obtain digital evidence. The scenario made includes all activities that are run on the Line application. The purpose of this scenario is to be a guideline for information to be analyzed as a fraud crime. The scenario is as follows:
1. Make a suspect Line account.
2. Make a Line victim account.
3. Victims chat to suspects for negotiations.
4. Victims send pictures and voice chat to suspects.
5. Suspects commit fraud against victims.
6. Suspects delete all conversation messages.

This study uses conditions that usually occur in everyday life in carrying out online shop fraud crimes, such as sending and receiving conversation texts, sending and receiving image files or voice messages on the Line. The case simulation that will be carried out in this study is a simulation of conversations between the suspect and the victim. The suspect will use a computer or laptop while the victim uses a smartphone. Conversation messages that have been deleted by the suspect will be revealed from the suspect's laptop using forensic tools. Figure 3 shows the scenario that will be run.

3. Results and Discussion
This research was conducted using a computer that has a Windows 8.1 64 Bit Operating System that has been installed on the desktop based IM Line application version 5.10.0.1789. Based on the scenario that has been made, the investigator finds evidence of a computer in the living conditions used by the suspect. The laptop is left on and it is not refreshed. This is done to avoid losing potential digital evidence. At this stage, the process of finding digital evidence is carried out based on the stages of the NIST method until digital evidence is found.

3.1 Collection
At this stage, the acquisition of digital evidence contained in RAM is carried out using tools that support live forensics techniques. The use of live forensics techniques is done to obtain evidence of digital line conversations contained in RAM. The live forensics tool used in this study is RamCapturer. RamCapturer is one of the tools that supports live forensics techniques. RamCapturer can retrieve data and information contained in RAM, including records of Line conversations that have been deleted. Figure 4 shows the acquisition process in RAM using RamCapturer tools.
The results obtained in the digital evidence retrieval process will be stored in D:\APPLICATIONS\RamCapturer\64bit and extension to the .mem file. The size of the file results from taking digital evidence with RamCapturer depends on the amount of RAM capacity of the acquired computer. The capacity of RAM size also affects the speed of the acquisition of digital evidence. The bigger the RAM size, the longer the acquisition process and the smaller the RAM size, the faster the acquisition process will be. Figure 5 shows the results of the digital evidence acquisition process with RamCapturer.

![Figure 5. Line Acquisition Results](image)

After the acquisition process is complete, the next process is imaging. The imaging process aims to avoid damage to the original digital evidence when the analysis process is carried out. The digital evidence of the imaging process must be the same as the original digital evidence, because a little difference will have an impact on the results of the analysis. In this study the imaging process was carried out using FTK Imager tools. FTK Imager can duplicate the acquisition results that have .mem extension file, as shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Imaging Process using FTK Imager](image)

The analysis process carried out at the next stage uses digital imaging results. The original digital evidence will be stored to anticipate errors that will occur when the analysis process is carried out.

### 3.2 Examination

At this stage an examination of digital evidence is available after the process of taking digital evidence that has been done. This process aims to find out the digital evidence obtained based on the results of the scenarios that have been made. The process of checking digital evidence can be done using Winhex tools. Winhex has a feature to look for digital evidence from the acquisition results that have been done in the previous stage. Figure 7 shows evidence of digital Line conversations found.
Based on the scenarios that have been made, the Line conversation data besides the conversation text contains an image file. During the inspection process, the image file was found, as shown in Figure 8.

After checking the image file, voice chat that are on the conversation data that have been screened have been found, as shown in Figure 9.
Based on the examination results of Line digital evidence that have been done using Winhex tools, conversation text, image files and sound files have been found. The results of the examination of digital evidence will be analyzed at a later stage to find out the type of data and information contained in the conversation text, image files and voice chat that have been found. Table 1 shows the results of the inspection process that has been carried out.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conversation data</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversation text</td>
<td>Found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture</td>
<td>Found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice chat</td>
<td>Found</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Analysis

At this stage, analysis of the results of the acquisition is carried out using Winhex tools. Based on the results of the RAM data acquisition that has been done, it is found a record of conversations that have occurred on the Line. The conversation data is in the form of conversation text that has several data types. The analysis process is done by looking at the data displayed on the WinHex tools. In these data there are types of data and information needed, as shown in Figure 10.

Table 1. Availability of Digital Evidence on Line

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conversation data</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversation text</td>
<td>Found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture</td>
<td>Found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice chat</td>
<td>Found</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Line Conversation Structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;from&quot;: &quot;ude9d8ce033e9ac46b5f6e1e742c71e&quot;</td>
<td>Sender Id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;to&quot;: &quot;ud26ef46040e0ecf59e65b2fb65916698&quot;</td>
<td>Recipient Id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;id&quot;: &quot;8662540791542&quot;</td>
<td>Line conversation Id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;createdTime&quot;: 1538543701989</td>
<td>Conversation time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;text&quot;: &quot;hell no. there are you pretend to be cheating&quot;</td>
<td>Conversation contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;location&quot;: {}</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;status&quot;: 2</td>
<td>Status of message. 1 to send and 2 to read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;chatId&quot;: &quot;ud26ef46040e0ecf59e65b2fb65916698&quot;</td>
<td>Conversation ID. If the conversation is unicast (conversation that occurs between 2 people), then the identity of the conversation is the same from the other person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;readCount&quot;: 0</td>
<td>The number of users who have read the message. If the conversation is multicast (group), it will show the number of people who read the message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;hasUrlPreview&quot;: false</td>
<td>Indicates the message has a url or not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;deliveredTime&quot;: 0</td>
<td>The time when the message was sent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results obtained from the Line analysis process using Winhex tools have several data types such as "from": "ude9d8cef033e9ac46b5ff6e1e742c71e", "to": "ud26ef46040e0ecf9e65b2f165916698", "Id": 8662540791542, "created Time": 1547433132908, "text": "hell no. there are you pretend to be cheating ", " location ": {}, "status": 2, "chatId": "ud26ef460 40e0ecf9e65b2f165916698", "readCount": 0, "hasUrlPreview": false and "deliveredTime": 0. The data type that contains the code ude9d8cef033e9ac46b5ff6e1e742c71e which is the identity of the sender of the message cannot be translated into text. The code is the result of conversion from hexadecimal numbers to text form so that it cannot be translated into text so that the name or ID of the sender can be known. This is the same as the data type to (identity of the recipient of the message), id (Line message identity) and chatId (conversation identity) whose code cannot be translated into text form because the code is the result of converting hexadecimal numbers to text. Then for the deliveredTime data type and location it is not known when the message is sent and its location because the contents of the data type are empty, so there is no information regarding the time of sending the message and its location. Data types that can be translated are only createdTime (conversation time) and Text (contents of conversation messages). The createdTime code can be translated into datetime using the_epochConverter application [20]. Based on the code obtained on createdTime data type, which is 1538543701989, it can be converted to Wednesday, 3 October 2018 at 12:15:01, as shown in Figure 11. The time of the conversion results is the conversation time during the simulation. Next the Text data type that contains "hell no. there are you pretend to be cheating " is the content of the conversation that occurs when the scenario is done. Then for the readCount data type there is no information obtained because the simulation is unicast (conversation between 2 people). If the simulation is multicast (the conversation is group), the readCount data type will display the number of people who have read the message.

![Figure 11. Line Conversation Time](image1)

Based on the results of the acquisition that has been done, the image file was found. The image file obtained is only a file name, 38 is the file name and jpg is extension files and the image file cannot be displayed. Before being deleted by the suspect the image file is stored in C: / Users / Lenovo / Downloads /, as shown in Figure 12.

![Figure 12. Image File in Conversation](image2)

Based on the scenarios that have been made, it is found a voice message found in the conversation that occurred. Voice messages obtained are only in the form of voicemail names, namely voice_37 and have .m4a file extension and the voicemail cannot be played or heard, as shown in Figure 13.
3.4 Reporting

This stage is the stage of reporting the results of the analysis process that has been carried out in the previous stage. At this stage digital evidence is reported based on information obtained. Table 3 shows the results that have been found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conversation Data</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Data Information</th>
<th>Results (Information)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>From</td>
<td>Sender Id</td>
<td>Not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To</td>
<td>Recipient Id</td>
<td>Not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Id</td>
<td>Line conversation Id</td>
<td>Not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CreatedTime</td>
<td>Conversation time</td>
<td>Found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Conversation contents</td>
<td>Found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ChatId</td>
<td>Conversation Id</td>
<td>Not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ReadCount</td>
<td>The number of users who have read the message</td>
<td>Not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HasURLPreview</td>
<td>Indicates the message has a url or not</td>
<td>Not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DeliveredTime</td>
<td>The time when the message was sent</td>
<td>Not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Image file name</td>
<td>Just name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice chat</td>
<td>Extension</td>
<td>Image file extension</td>
<td>Just name</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This research managed to get digital evidence related to online shop fraud crime cases. Digital evidence obtained in the form of Line conversations data between suspects and victims. The conversation data is in the form of conversation text that has several data types, namely from (sending id), to (recipient id), id (Line message id), createdTime (conversation time), text (conversation content), location (location), chatId (conversation id), readCount (number of message readers), hasUrlPreview (URL contained in the message), deliveredTime (time of message sent) and information obtained in the form of conversation time, conversation text and conversation status. Image files and voice messages in the conversation data are found to be incomplete, only in the form of file names. The incompleteness of acquired digital evidence is likely due to the tools used during the process of acquisition and analysis of digital evidence. The compatibility of the live forensics tools with the IM application used greatly influences the completeness of the digital evidence obtained. The more complete the digital evidence, the faster the investigator reveals an online shop fraud crime case. Another thing that causes this incompleteness is the use of trial tools or not paid. The use of paid tools allows the digital evidence obtained to be more complete, while this study only uses trial or free tools.
This research can also be done in other crime case scenarios that support live forensics techniques. The complexity of finding, obtaining and analyzing digital evidence that exists when an application is running on a computer requires a lot of knowledge, ability and experience. This also really requires forensics tools that support getting quality digital evidence. This research can be the first step to address complicated crime cases and can help further research, especially in the scope of digital forensics.

4. Conclusion

Based on the results of the research, live forensics techniques can be applied to the acquisition of digital evidence from desktop-based IM Line applications on the Windows 8.1 operating system using RamCapturer, FTK Imager and Winhex forensic tools. Conversation data that is used as digital evidence has several data types, but only 3 data types have information, namely conversation time, conversation content and status. These information can be used as digital evidence related to cases of online shop fraud crimes that occur.

Some suggestions for further research are several types of digital forensics methods, desktop-based IM applications and computer operating systems that can be combined into research topics that are likely to support live forensics techniques and obtain different and more accurate research results. The use of live forensics tools in the process of acquisition and analysis of digital evidence can also be combined with other tools and using paid tools to obtain quality digital evidence so that it can assist investigators in uncovering a crime that has occurred.
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